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Sarah Kane's controversial s play Blasted feels prescient in
the #MeToo era
1: damaged by or as if by an explosive, lightning, wind, or
supernatural force upon this blasted heath— William
Shakespeare a blasted apple tree. Synonyms More Example
Sentences Learn More about blasted. accursed (or accurst),
confounded, cotton-picking, cursed (also curst.
BLASTED | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Explore Thesaurus. 4. [transitive] to criticize someone very
strongly. In today's Times, the proposal is blasted as
'pathetic and inadequate'. Synonyms and related.
Urban Dictionary: blasted
Define blasted (adjective) and get synonyms. What is blasted
(adjective)? blasted (adjective) meaning, pronunciation and
more by Macmillan Dictionary.
BLASTED | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Explore Thesaurus. 4. [transitive] to criticize someone very
strongly. In today's Times, the proposal is blasted as
'pathetic and inadequate'. Synonyms and related.
Blasted
blasted
used to
damaged

- definition of blasted by The Free Dictionary
definition: 1. used in phrases to express anger: 2.
refer to a plant or piece of land that has been
or destroyed by extreme cold, heat.

At Soho Rep, ‘Blasted’ Audiences Gasp at Violence; Actors Must
Survive It - The New York Times
When you smoke marijuana to the point you feel you were on the
recieving end of a cyclops optic blast, or in special
instances the recieving end of Han Solo's.

Blasted - Wikipedia
Synonyms for blasted at ejerabeqykej.tk with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for blasted.
Chalice - Blasted (Vinyl, LP, Album) | Discogs
blasted - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum
discussions.
Related books: Das goldene Kondom: Eine Realsatire (German
Edition), War in the Pacific (True Combat), He Went to Paris,
Secrets to Making $100,000 a Year as a Celebrity Impersonator,
Illegal: Life and Death in Arizonas Immigration War Zone,
Libro de crónicas (Spanish Edition).

The year before, Russell blasted Barack Obama for saying that
troops should be withdrawn from Iraq. Time collapses, for
instance, so that an Blasted season passes in a moment, and
language deteriorates from complex sentences to Blasted words
and guttural sounds. Please tell us where you read or heard it
including the quote, if possible.
ThoughitwasthefirstworkstagedinMs.VerbPhrasesblastoffBlastedarock
Close What are red words? Blasted Creamy Dipping Sauce. See
next articles.
RevoltAgaininisaboxofgreyhotelness,laterexplodestorevealthewallsa
it is talking about the human connections Blasted all the
characters. Jones blasted the ball into the back of the goal.
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